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Terms and Conditions 

LEGAL NOTICE 

 

 

The Publisher has strived to be as accurate and complete as possible 

in the creation of this report, notwithstanding the fact that he does 

not warrant or represent at any time that the contents within are 

accurate due to the rapidly changing nature of the Internet. 

 

While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in 

this publication, the Publisher assumes no responsibility for errors, 

omissions, or contrary interpretation of the subject matter herein. 

Any perceived slights of specific persons, peoples, or organizations 

are unintentional. 

 

In practical advice books, like anything else in life, there are no 

guarantees of income made. Readers are cautioned to reply on their 

own judgment about their individual circumstances to act 

accordingly. 

 

This book is not intended for use as a source of legal, business, 

accounting or financial advice. All readers are advised to seek services 

of competent professionals in legal, business, accounting and finance 

fields. 

 

You are encouraged to print this book for easy reading. 
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Foreword 
So here’s what occurs: You've a plan – let’s suppose, to awaken at 7; 

be washed and dressed to kill and breakfasted by 8; at your desk, 

easel or other workspace by 9; work 3 hours; exercise during your 

lunch; eat a fit salad at your desk; work 4 more hours; come home; 

eat supper with your mate; work a few more hours in the evening; and 

then curl up in bed with a great book. But you don’t abide by the plan.  

 

Maybe you awaken late at 8, or 9, or…noon! The plan is trashed 

before you even get moving. Or, perhaps, it takes you not one, but 3 

hours to make it to your desk. And then, when you’re there, you drop 

an hour or three reading the paper, net surfing, and making personal 

calls. Or, perhaps when lunch comes around you don’t exercise and 

rather than a salad eat a mammoth sandwich and then spend the rest 

of the afternoon feeling slow and don’t get much done. Etc.  

 

Procrastination is when you get bumped off the “course” you set for 

yourself for the day. The challenge of outfoxing procrastination is the 

challenge of resisting the itch to leave your course. This is likewise the 

challenge of beating blocks, since a block is truly an ongoing 

procrastination issue that lasts weeks, months, years or decades.  

 

This e-book will help you work out what is causing you to leave your 

daily course, and what you may do to stay dedicated and finally live 

the productive and happy life you’ve always wished-for.  

Procrastinating Your Procrastination 

    Developing The Important 'NOW' Habit And Strategies That 

Will Help You To Take The First Step Quickly!
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Chapter 1: 
Matters That Throw Us Off Our Course 

Let’s suppose you planned to be at your PC, working at a project, at 10 

a.m. on a Monday morning, but you’re not. How come? The answer 

may be one or more of the accompanying. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


